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XAVIER TOUBES
The Infinite in Finitude

GIen R. Brawn

raditjonal landscape painting - due to the physical boundaries of the canvas, panel,
or wa[[ on which it is rendered - always involves a certain negotiation between the
infinite and the finite. The endless sky and the expansive horizon cannot be precisely

mirrored in painting but, on the contrary, onty incompletety represented through setectjon of
a fragment to stand for jnfinjtude. In this respect. traditional landscape painting is funda-
mentalty rhetoricat: the act of painting a landscape naturally involves recourse to a more

complex [eve[ of representation than that of mere mimicry. Synecdoche, the rhetoricaI device

through which the whole of a subject is implied by representation of only a part, is the
landscape painter's standard means of depicting a subject. At[ two-dimensional renditions of
landscape seem to hol"d this trait jn common, since their imagery is nearty atways contained
by a finite surface. Scutpture, on the other hand, because it pl,ays essentiatty on the relation-
ship between finite physical form and infinite surrounding space, appears able to engage the
landscape in more direct terms: so much so that the experiments of the earth, and site artists
ofthe 1960s and 1970s now seem to us to have been very logical steps in the evolution of
sculpture towards its fu[[est potentiat.

The abil.ity of landscape sculpture to blend with the infinite is a moving visual trait, but
it can be something of a LiabiLity in other respects. To the degree that sculpture participates
in the literalness of the jnfinite its rhetorical capacity necessarily diminishes. In the case of
ceramic sculpture, the literatness of landscape is perhaps even more naturally felt than in
other scutptural media, since ctay is physical.Ly of the ground. What. after att, is a ceramic

sculpture but a mound of earth surrounded by an endless sky? For Spanish artist Xavier

Toubes, however. this conctusion is evidentty an jrritant, the spur to a number of series of
ceramic sculptures in which strategies have devetoped precisety to resist the Hteratness of the
infinjte. These strategies involve everything from bringing the practices of painting to bear

upon the creation of sculpture to drawing attention to limits upon the actual space surround-
ing sculptures: in effect framing sculptures by disptaying them in particular contexts.

Paradoxically. Toubes's motive in stressing the finite qualities of his works is not to banish
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

below, t. to r. - "DNA" - 2000 - 106 x 51 x 153 cm -

Jired - cloy - metal sheLf

- "sistema + colivera" - 2008 - Jired cLoy

- "SheGlobal" - 2004-05 - 41 x 53 x i8 cm

porceLain - stoneware - maioLico - Iustres -

- "Descriptions without o ploce" - 2008 -

ceromics - maioLico - Lustres - cLoth - ptinth -

82Hx32x27"

presence that Toubes again [ikens to that of [andscapes,
albeit [andscapes in the mind. Their forms hint at a

certain ambiguity he has felt in producing them. Not
on[y are the surfaces variegated and convolute, but some
are also enhanced with lustres, the costly gold or sitver
overgtazes that are ordinarity employed onty sparingly to

accent smatl ceramic objects such as teapots. The viewer may not
make the immediate connection, but for Toubes the subtle sugges-
tion that something diminutive has been rendered impossibly large
entai[s distortion in perception. The implication that the sculptures
have been greatly enlarged produces a conceptual discontinuity in
the space surrounding them. as if envelopes of magnified air were
invisibty insulating the scutptures from the real space of the world.

These impticit barriers, rifts between reaI and imaginary space,
are key to establishing the figurative rather than figural nature of
Toubes's sculptures. In order to render this distinction between
mimetic and rhetoricaI representation more obvious to the viewer
Toubes has recentty experimented with atternative exhibition
venues. In December of 2004 he made a point of showing his

sculptures at The Track House, a domestic interior that is periodi-
catty used as a ga[tery by facuLty and students of the School of the
Art Institute of Chicago, where Toubes currentty teaches. Unl"ike the
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typical" white-walled, cavernous space of a commercial gatlery or
museum, this alternative exhibition venue is obtrusive, interfering
with the effect of infinitude that normatly accompanies sculpture
by materiaLty contextualizing the work. Disptayed on furniture tops
within a living room - a room, that as Toubes observes, is both a

space for living and a [iving space - the sculptures were domesti-
cated: rendered finite and manageable through their connection
to a specific, del"imited space. More consequential sti[[ was Toubes
incorporation of photographs into the works, framed images that
hung upon on the watls above his sculptures like ordinary adorn-
ments in a [iving room. These two-dimensional images have now
become fundamental components of many of his sculptures (tike
for exampte in Boy, Brain, Wave).

Landscape images that were taken over thirty years ago, the
photographs embody Toubes's recollections of the Spanish coun-
tryside and consequentty his own past. Their purpose withjn his
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ILLUSTRA|I0NS - from top to bottom

- "07-12" - 2007 - 80 x 1j0 cm - Jired clay - photogrophs -

bubbLe - wrop - tope - metoL suppoft

- Xavier Toubes in front of " Melodien" - 2004-07 - 260 eLements (porcelain
plotes, [ustres), 195 x 600 cm - Sontiago de Conpostela, 2007 Spoin

works, however, js not simpty to reference memory and the
infinitude of time. As two-dimensional images. the photo-
graphs are restricted by obvious boundarjes. literaI frames,

and their evocation of the infinite is therefore necessarily
rhetorical: effected not through participation in real endless

space - the literal infinitude of an actual landscape - but
rather through the figurative strategy of representing infini-
tude in finite terms. Like paintings, landscape photographs

are synecdochic, and their integration into Toubes scu[p-
tures indicates the degree to which he aspires to treat the
infinite in representation rather than fact. By constistently
resisting the assimitation of his works jnto the rea[m of real
spatial infinitude he frees himsetf to explore the figurative
potential of the infinite and, more importantly, to invoke
through this process a competting sense of the sublime.
Subjecting the infinite to language through the muttipte
strategies that characterize his sculptures, he raises it from
the realm of raw and unexamined experience and assimi-
lates it to human comprehension: wrests infinitude from the
actual and immediate and, through strategic representation,
procures it for philosophy.

Glen R. Brown, Ph.D. is professor of art history.
gbrown@ku.edu

Xavier Toubes (Froncisco Javier Toubes Vitaifio) was born in La Corufro,

Spoin in 1947. He ottended University of London Go[dsmith{ Cotlege (1974-

7). After graduating with the Master of Fine Arts from Atfred University, New

York, he taught in the Art Deplftment at the University of North Corotino at
Chopet Hill until 1993. In 1989 he become involved in the creotion of the
Europeln Ceronic il/orkcentre (EKWC) in 's-Hertogenbosch, the Nether[ands,

ond wos the Artistic Director from its opening in 1991. until the outumn of
1999 when he stofted teoching ot the School of the Aft Institute of Chicogo.

Exhibitions and work in public colLections throughout USA, Spoin, Switzertond,

PortugoL, Koreo, Finlond, Chino, Taiwon.
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